
Filtered Water 
On-Demand 
for Peak Gym 
Performance
Proper hydration plays a crucial role in maintaining optimal 
performance and overall well-being during and after workouts. 
Electrolyte-enhanced water helps replenish essential minerals lost 
through sweat, while the mineral-infused and electrolyte-enhanced 
quenchWATER+ promotes efficient water absorption in the body. Your 
gym, health club, yoga studio, martial arts dojo, dance studio, and 
aquatic center can improve staff and clients’ hydration by offering 
quenchWATER+ through an innovative Quench water cooler. 

Don’t forget ice! Ice machines are essential in gyms not only for 
keeping drinking water cool, but also for post-workout recovery  and 
injury management. Bin ice machines are excellent for storing ice for 
recovery ice plunges, cryotherapy, and icing sore muscles. 

Many people find the taste of plain water unappealing and often resort 
to adding flavour packets to enhance its taste. Quench machines, offer a 
range of 0-calorie, flavoured water options, alleviating this need. 
Additionally, the installation of flavoured sparkling water options can 
enhance the post-workout experience. Sparkling water aids  
in rehydration, craving satisfaction, and digestion.

The Fitness Industry’s 
Most Trusted Filtered 
Water Provider
As the leading water-as-a-service solution  
for fitness, we serve gyms nationwide, ensuring 
member hydration and satisfaction. Quench’s 
sustainable water machines offer opportunities  
for gyms by differentiating them from competitors, 
attracting eco-conscious consumers. Additionally, 
providing clean water, ice, and sparkling options 
promotes health and wellness, encouraging 
hydration and supporting overall well-being.  
With unparalleled service and support, we 
implement sustainable water solutions to meet 
the growing demand for eco-friendly amenities  
in the fitness industry.

* More details on these studies can be found:
https://quenchwater.com/blog/what-is-alkaline-water/

Sparkling  
& 

Flavoured 
Water

Ease recovery after a 
workout by offering 

flavoured and 
sparkling water with 
added electrolytes 

and vitamins.

Filtered
Water

Provide clean,  great 
tasting water  in the 
cardio section and 

weight rooms, where 
hydration is needed 

most.

Ice

Keep water cool with our 
ice machines. Enhance 
recovery by providing 
accessible ice for ice 
plunges, cryotherapy, 

and icing sore muscles.

Quench 
Customers
•  Bodyscapes Fitness – Longwood

• Orange Theory- San Diego

• East Lake Family YMCA

• Peloton Interactive Inc.

• Aerobic Sports Corporation

• Nubody Fitness

• The Little Gym

•  East Oakland Boxing
Association

• Sky Fitness

• Belvedere Tennis Club

https://quenchwater.com/blog/what-is-alkaline-water/


We love our Quench machine and so do our clients! 
Installation was easy and the machine was set up well.
LEAD TRAINER, Nubody Fitness
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Diverse Variety of Machines for All Environments
A reliable supply of filtered water, chewable ice, and refreshing hydration options is  

essential for meeting the needs of gyms and fitness centers. Quench provides convenient and  
endless hydration solutions to keep gym-goers refreshed and motivated during their workouts.

Talk to a Quench 
Fitness Center  
Expert Today

Gyms  |  Fitness Centers  |  Yoga Studios  |  Martial Arts Dojos  |  Dance Studios  |  Aquatic Centers
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